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ABSTRACTI: This paper presents a rnodern design of a reactor inonitoring system (MS) which was
developed for a research reactor. This MS is using digital concepts, and it is more flexible thanan analog
N4S, it co-operates better with the user, and it is a very helpful tool tor a training-reactor in ain univiersity
environment. The heart of the system is a process computer, an(d it was possible to access all impotialit
signals and fulnctions of the original nuclear iLstnijirnientatioii by additional hardware. The monitorinet
soflware was written in 'C' for the platform '321Bit-DOS-pr-otect.-d--node' and shows on severa)l higih-
resolution screen pages all the collected signals and the working condition of teie reactor. Moreo\ cr. all
sigtnals which are recorded on the random access nemory can be saved to the hard disk of the comliputer
and may thereby be used- offline as vell.

I. Introduction

lThe control desks of research reactors, constructed from 1960( to 1980, were based on analog
circuit: techniqules, analog displays, and recording systems that go with it. Aliter the a\ a i bi lit V

of the micr(oprocessors the up to now used systems wkere replaced by digital techlnipucs. 1 hey
mnake new applications possible (e.g. automatic control of the neutron flux [11, or di iHal
recording of the signal conditiions olfa reactor).

It is the aimn of this work to present such a new design which is based on the fundamiental ieas
oft microprocessor systems. This work prcsents the application of such a systicm (;1i tlie

Siemens Argonaut Reactor (SAR) [2] al the Technische [Jniversitat Graz.

During the layout phase of the new nmonitoring system the decision was made not oinli to
r-calise the controlling part by microprocessor but also to provide pictorial represeuta ti of
the rezactor's operating conditions and of all control signals. The advantage of such a 5>Adteim
which can be based on a standard personal computer are expansive pictorial representations.
high computing power, and easy support of all program languages. The system can easil\ be
expanded arbitrary at little expense by purchasing a new generation computer or by replacingl
particular parts by more advanced units.
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We want to discuss here the hard- and the software of the new monitoring system (MS) [3].
The hardware's main task will be to provide easy access to all functions and signals of the
existing nuclear instrumentation without interfering with the existing circuitry and most
importantly without any intrusion into the safely system. In its end design the hardware of the
new MS does not at all interfere with the existing functionality and the control-functions of the
existing reactor desk. The new MS helps the reactor operator in being a source of additional
information in supporting himn in his decisions, and it is still possible to control the reactor
solely with the help of its basic analog instrumentation.

During the design phase of the sottware part of the MS - before the hardware had been built
in - the main parts have eithcr been simulated using PSPICE or have been studied Using test
Circuits.

The on screen graphics are in high resolution graphics mode (1024x768 pixels), programmed
in double-buffering technique, and contain two parts in the 'interlocking viewv': the first repor-ts
the operating conditions including the signal "control plates free" with its priority on the
interlocking, the position of the safety plates, and the moderator water level, and the part
which becomes important after the signal 'control plates free' and allows to check on
iioinitoringi, channels, the position ofthe control plates. various limits, and the safety rod drop
iacility. All the measured values are recorded in a cycle of one hour.

This paper is organised in the following way: chapter 2 discusses the circuit setup of the SAR.
chapter 3 presents the hardware design, chapter 4 expands about the software part of the MS
and. finally, in chapiter 5 conclusions are drawn.

2. .Sicniens-A\RG ONAUIT Reactor

The typical SAR ring core contains 24 fuel elements and can be used as a driver zone tor a
special test reactor cell placed in the centr-e oftthe reactor. Lach fuel element contains ten hliel

plates scre\ved together- with a graphite block (Fig. 1). The fiee volume betweven the fuel
clemlents in 1l lie ring core is 1l1llW with graphite segments (item 4 in Fig. 1).

7- -4i >

j.:~j< StFigure 1. Horizontal cross section of
S. \ / 1; 1 . 0 0 D>; .- ' ! ' -4 SAR rin2 core and a test reactor zonee:

i '-- S W t! - -6 1. graphite reflector

A-- 2. and 7. coaxial aluminium containers

;--7 3. graphite block

< ,8 4. graphite segment
5. SAR-tvpe fuel clemcnt
6. moderator water
8. cell area for a test reactor.
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Figure 2. View of the basic SAIR instrumentation.

A view of the basic SAR instrumcntation is givne in Fig. 2. Thc first section constitutes the
various signal pickups ftrom the reactor core which serve the interlocking circuit. The second
section includes the neutron and gammia detectors and their nuclear electronic. This electronic
provides the linliting values foi- the interlocking circuit. Finally, numerous controls handled by
the reactor operator also control the interlocking circuit. Quite a number of dial illstullinciltn
and recorders display the current operating conditions of the reactor.

3. Hardwat e

The newly designed hardware of this monitoring system builds the interface betwecin the
central personal comptiter and the existing reactor tnstii.mentation (carried out in analom
technology).

Fig. 3 presents in a simple wiring diagram the various circuits. The heart of' the svsteni is a
standared Personal-Computer, which was expanded by two ISA-plug in cards. The tirst one is a
48 channel digital inipiLt/outpuit card and the second one is a 12-bit multifunction carl. 'he.se
provide many digital as well as analog input and output channels.

To determine the operating condition ol'the reactor 48 voltage levels of the interlocking circuit
are to be monitored. 'lhcse levels correspond to the pick up of relays, of' limits, or or the
operation of limit switches. Special opto isolators detect these voltages and produce I' 11 -
compatible logic signals as functions of a pre selected limit as their output. The signal voltages
of all detector channels were isolated from the nuclear electronic with the help of isolator
amplifiers, and then, the isolated voltages were adapted to the input voltage range of the AD)t.
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Ficure 3. View of the additional hardware for thle iyonitorilng system.

'I hie tmomentary position of a particular control plate was estimated by the use of' a ll-inear
potetllhonlctcr. It was connected to tile constant voltage V.~f. This rmethod of the posatilon

estilalionis Independent f-rom the method of the bAsi-,c instrumentation which uses an nd Cri 

I wo add itonal Pt 11)0-senisor~s were included in the hardware. They i-easitre the temperat ute ol'
the Inoderalor, water inl the core and of the water in the drain tank.
Witlh the rod drop Ihcility it was possible to let optionally fall one of three control plates inMo

the reactor core to any height. This is accomplished by breaking the current throuth the

electi-olilaginetic clutch for a Certain time. This feature is very useful for the calibration ot' tihe
control plates. Furtlherituore, a DC-niotor control can be activated optionally. It controls the
dlirection and speed of the DC-inotors which are used to move the control plates. Finall\ . a

lie1itul voltilmeter connected to a rotary switch displays either the position of a control plate. or

the water temperature in the reactor core, or the water temperature in the drain tank.

4. Softivare and Results

I be nionitoring software (programn REACTOR) has the following attributes:

progral amming language Borland C++ V4.52 , Turbo Assembler V4.0

and Borland Power Pack for DOS
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destination platform DPM1 32 bit (DOS 32bit-protected mode)
screen representation high-resolution graphic mode (1024x768 - 256 colours)

"double buffering" (two video pages)

initialize of the graphic user interface
(GDI))

( I (024x768 pixels)

_progi- am set ups _

* system check (e.g. relf.crencevoltiges)

* dtefallt variable sertings

* con figuration file loading

* loading fonts
* loading bitmaps

DOS timer intelIupt
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Figuire 4. Flowchart of the program REACTOR.

The program RLEACTOR. shown schernatically as a flow chart in Fig. 4. divides into two parts:
the time critical part which acquires measured data, and the less critical part of the ii-oiiltoint
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and the pictorial representation respectively. The digitalized measured data are available to the
monitoring program (program kernel) with a constant sampling frequency of 18.2 s- . A new
interrupt service routine ISR, "handler32.asm", was installed for the DOS timer interrupt. The
exchange of the data occurs between the ISR and the monitoring program code by a data
hutTer. The monitoring program displays all important signals and conditions of the original
rnuclear instrumentation on three screen pages. The operator can change optionally between the

iollowing three screen pages:
interlocking view - control screen I - control screen 2.

Interlocking view
Screen page 1 (Fig. 5), named "interlocking view" shows the primary conditions of the main
interlocking circuit (luring the start up procedure of the SAR.

M1. 17.12.u19hal97 15:=01?

Control x-r-en K
Linealmr Kalna _

___ : ~~~~~~~~~Peflode (x2 ), _ f _

_ _trlcre 1 _ hplknl_ 

Screen page 2 (Fig. 6) Is used during normal reactor operation and shows 'n its mnain part the
current signals of the nuclear instrumentation, e.g. the rate of the BF3 counter (Impulse
channel), the currents of the ionisation chambers (logarithmic channel, linear ch. I and linear
ch. 21). Furthermore, one can see the values of the reactor period, the gamma dose rates for
two positions in the reactor hall and the position of the three control plates, together with the
approprate conditions of the limit switches and the electromagnetic clutches. An additional
helpful feature is the rod drop facility. One can choose one of three control plates and thle new
"Efalling-down" position. The header of the screen shows the current temperatures of the
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moderator water in the core and of the moderator water in the drain tank, the current time and
date. Finally the conditions of the limits of the main interlocking circuit are displayed in the
lower part of screen.

Reaktor: Abl.Beb: A J ( s

| ~~~Energle i) [niW min] 

Figure 6. Example of the "control screen 1-.

Control screen 2
The third screen page, named "contrcl screen 2-, can optionally be used as a recorder of one
s]ignal of the nuclear instrumentation or of the position of a control plate. The lleader and the
lower area of the screen looks very much like as the picture of "control screen 1--. All the
recorded signals can optionally be saved on a hard disk into a given data path. Such a data file
can for example he processed with the program '~Microcal Origin V5.O". and an example of
such processing is represented in Fig. 7.

5. Conclusion

The newly designed and successfully integrated digital monitoring system allows the operator
to follow the main signals and operation conditions of the reactor in an easy to read way. More
importantly, this system will be very helpful in training of students, because on the basis of the
recorded signals the processes in the reactor can be explained much better than it was possible
using the basic instrumentation (see also Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Example fior at normalized representaltion of the signals saving from "control

screen 2 '

In sui-m~ary we svould lik~e to state that the new monitoring7 system allows in coinparison with

the basic reactor InstrumilintatiIon a higher level of nuclear safety and that it constitutes,

thcrefore, an insporta1lt itporadle of the SAR-Graz.
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